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Given technology allowing per component power
caps to be set, how can the power resource be safely
managed across a shared hardware over-provisioned
HPC cluster?

Data center design and power budgets target the maximum draw to protect the hardware from damage. The
aggregate power used by a cluster can be significantly less than the maximum theoretical power draw. A hardware
over-provisioned system would include extra nodes to use the surplus power for additional computation.
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Power scheduling must take priority over
jobs since exceeding the system-wide
power bound could result in physical
damage. PowSched operates completely
independently of the job scheduler.

This table compares static and decoupled
runtimes for the 1 28 node experiment referenced
in the PowSched column.

Static and decoupled runtimes for a 1 28 node
experiment using a different a workload.

Static and decoupled runtimes for a 256 node
experiment.

Al l three major tasks are asynchronous and independent.
The database provides the shared view of system state
for components updating state or making decisions.

The above table shows the averaged results of ten 1 28 node runs of the same workload. The workload was
composed of eight concurrently executing 1 6 node benchmarks. Static refers to machine static power allocation.
Dynamic refers to PowSched's dynamic al location.

Is tight coupling required between collection,
decision, and actuation? Preliminary results suggest
no however performance is decreased.

What are the behaviors ofdifferent strategies?
Runtime general ly increases polynomial ly under
progressively lower power caps. The effect of power
capping only occurs when the cap is set lower than a
computation's uncapped consumption.

The simulation models a processor as being able
to complete an amount of instruction work over an
interval based on the power cap. A program is
modelled as a function of watts over time on an
uncapped processor. A program finishes execution
when all instruction work is complete.

Simulation behavior for computations with bound
and unbound intervals due to processor capping
are l ike experimental results.

At an absolute minimum, a power scheduler for a hardware over-provisioned system must guarantee that the total
power consumption across all components is less than the system wide power l imit. I f per component power
allocations can be set, it is sufficient for the sum of the allocations to be less than the system wide power l imit.

Static Power Schedule

Job Power Schedule

Dynamic Power Schedule

PowSched is unaware of jobs or other partitioning of the system. At each interation, consumption is col lected from all
components and new allocations are applied to al l components.

Timeseries plots of the power consumption and allocation
using static (upper) and PowSched (lower). 1 28 nodes
were used, running 8 concurrent jobs of 1 6 nodes each.
PowSched is able to effectively shift unused power
between jobs to improve performance.

Trying to schedule power at job start time, l ike nodes are currently scheduled in most clusters, wil l l ikely result in
inefficient power uti l ization. Many applications have phased consumption behavior and, to avoid performance
degredation, a cap set at job start would need to be set to the maximum consumption experienced at any time during
the job.

All simulated jobs use 8 nodes and consume between 30 and 1 00 watts per socket. The simulated cluster has a total
of 32 nodes and a system power cap of 4800 watts. Sockets support a minimum cap of 50 watts and maximum of
11 5 watts.

DDyynnaammii cc - Power is dynamical ly set per socket during
runtime without knowledge of the job running on the
socket.

RReesseerrvvaattii oonn - Power per socket is set to the estimated
max consumption at job launch. Jobs are only launched if
sufficient power is available.

DDyynnaammii cc PPrrii oorrii ttyy - Power is dynamical ly set per socket
during runtime. Sockets for the highest priority job always
get increased first.

SSttaattii cc - The system power cap is divided evenly across all
sockets and power estimates are not considered at job
schedule time.
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